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Executive Summary
Wealthy individuals or families control many companies around the world. As a result, these
individuals (or families) tend to establish control over a large number of corporations within a given
economy — which constitute business groups. For example, 56 percent of aggregate stock value in
South Korea is controlled by 85 business groups, and six family groups control 20 percent of stock
market capitalization in Denmark. Previous studies showed that family business groups might consist
of hundreds of firms operating in many sectors.
The aim of this work is to provide an additional analysis of business groups in contemporary Israel
and to examine more closely their characteristics that previous literature has not addressed. Business
groups have always been a dominant form of economic organization in Israel, and they purportedly
played a critical role in Israeli economic development. In particular, previous work has shown that
20 business groups account for nearly 50 percent of the market capitalization of the Tel-Aviv Stock
Exchange (Kosenko 2008).
In this paper, I further investigate the business group phenomenon in contemporary Israel. My
work summarizes the historical development of business groups and examines the diversification of
business groups and the multimarket contacts that result. I perform an international comparison of
business groups’ dominance based on data from recent literature (Masulis et al. 2011). In addition,
I analyze the groups’ capital structure, bond issues, and dividend payments.
The main points of this paper can be summarized as follows:
■

■

■

Examination of ownership concentration suggests that the average Israeli-listed
corporation has 2.5 block-holders and that these parties hold nearly 60 percent of firms’
voting shares. The number of major shareholders and their average holdings are highly
persistent, which means that ownership concentration at the firm level has always been a
dominant feature of Israeli capital markets.
A cross-country comparison indicates that business groups’ dominance in Israel is relatively
high: group-affiliated firms account for 43 percent of total market capitalization in 2010.
This measure is high in comparison with 45 developed and undeveloped economies. These
findings, combined with the previous evidence, confirm that large business groups heavily
dominate the Israeli economy.
Investigation of the groups’ overall holdings across industries shows that several
sectors are highly dominated by group-affiliated companies. The groups’ market share is
equal to 89 percent of the industrial investment sector, 66 percent of wholesale and retail
trade, and 66 percent of the services sector. In addition, group-affiliated companies have a
strong presence in the financial sector, accounting for 48 percent of the banking industry
revenues and 66 percent of revenues in the financial services sector. Some sectors, such as
accommodation services, food, and textiles, appear to be much less important for business
1
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groups, as the groups’ presence in those sectors is insignificant. The high level of market-share
variation implies that some industrial sectors are greatly preferable for the business groups.
■

■

■

■

■

Investigation of the groups’ overall holdings across industries shows that 38 business
groups spread their holdings across no more than three industries while 10 larger groups
with average market value of 11.2 billion shekels venture into four or more industries. These
results imply that cross-industry diversification within Israeli business groups is limited and
that only large groups reach higher levels of diversification. They also suggest most Israeli
business groups are relatively small and not diversified.
Multimarket contacts are frequent within the Israeli economy. Given a small number of
market participants in some industries, competition may be restricted. While this paper does
not provide direct evidence of collusion by business groups, it shows that the structure of the
Israeli economy enables such behavior via multimarket contacts.
Investigation of the evolution of capital structure from 1995 to 2008 shows that a
representative Israeli business group tends to keep median leverage ratios of 60 percent to
80 percent. This shows that business groups, relative to average public companies in Israel,
have wide access to external finance, which includes public and private debt.
Examination of corporate bond issues in 2008 suggests that business groups prefer to
borrow from the public using their lower-level subsidiaries. For example, the largest group
issued bonds via companies at four different tiers of its pyramid structure, but the debt issued
by the top-tier companies was negligible relative to the total amount of debt issued.
Analysis of dividend payout shows that group-affiliated companies were major payers
in almost every year, accounting for more than 50 percent of total dividend payments. We
also observe that during years of economic expansion, when dividends are high, top-tier
companies paid more dividends. In every year from 2004 to 2007, the share of first-tier
companies in the total dividend payout was more than 40 percent. By contrast, secondtier companies paid higher dividends during economic downturns, accounting for nearly
50 percent of payments.
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1. Introduction
Wealthy individuals or families control many companies around the world (La Porta et al. 1999, Faccio
and Lang 2002, Claessens et al. 2000). As a result, a large number of corporations become business
groups controlled by a family or individual. In South Korea, 56 percent of aggregate stock market
capitalization is controlled by 85 business groups, and six family groups control 20 percent of stock
market capitalization in Denmark (see Masulis et al. 2011 for more examples). Previous studies showed
that family business groups could consist of hundreds of firms that operate in many sectors. Evidence
suggests that business groups are predominant economic agents in many developed and emerging
economies (see Khanna and Yafeh 2007 for a detailed survey).
As a result, a substantial part of economic activity may depend on a relatively small number of entities,
which are managed in a coordinated way as if the same individual controls them. The concentration of
control in a few hands may lead to an ability to affect economic and political outcomes.
Previous literature provides ample evidence on the involvement of business groups in political
processes and on their close ties to the authorities (Fisman 2001, Gomez 2006, Johnson and
Mitton 2003). Bernheim and Whinston (1990) explain how diversified business groups may restrict
competition through interaction in several product markets. Group contacts across several markets
may facilitate collusion if those markets are non-competitive. In addition, large businesses may
exacerbate risk to the economy as a whole because of their size and complexity. Larger business
groups tend to borrow heavily from banks as well as issuing corporate bonds, and their failure to
repay may cause severe disruptions. Several studies linked poor governance of East Asian business
groups to the financial crisis of 1997, suggesting that their activities had a strong adverse effect on
macroeconomic conditions and financial sustainability (Corsetti et al. 1999, Johnson et al. 2000b,
Mitton 2002).
The aim of this work is to provide additional analysis of business groups in contemporary Israel and
to examine more closely their characteristics that the previous literature did not address. According
to Kosenko and Yafeh (2010), business groups have always been a dominant form of economic
organization in Israeli markets and may have played a critical role in Israeli economic development.
In the early days of Israel’s economic history, government-owned groups controlled a large number of
companies in the real and financial sectors. After 1985, when the government launched a privatization
program, ownership of companies was gradually transferred to private investors, contributing to the
emergence of contemporary family business groups.
The analysis of Israeli business groups has given rise to several conclusions. First, Kosenko (2008)
showed that 20 major business groups account for nearly half the market capitalization of the
Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange. Second, group-affiliated companies tend to show inferior performance
relative to their non-affiliated counterparts. Kosenko (2008) argues that group affiliation does not lead
to significantly superior performance as measured by return on assets and return on equity,
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but rather weakens performance as measured by Tobin’s Q ratio. This finding could be associated
with the inefficiency of intragroup activities and inferior allocation of corporate resources via internal
capital markets (Scharfstein and Stein 2000).1
Finally, a dominant feature of Israeli business groups is a pyramidal ownership structure, which implies
separation of ownership and control. Interestingly, pyramidal structure is the identifying feature of
Israeli business groups since the establishment of the state, despite the fact that controlling entities
changed at least three times in the past 60 years. A sharp separation of ownership from control creates
incentives for expropriation of minority shareholders’ wealth by controlling shareholders (Johnson
et al. 2000, Djankov et al. 2008). Controlling shareholders have numerous ways to channel resources
from the company to their own pockets. They may buy corporate assets at below-market prices or hire
family members as executives of group-affiliated companies. While modern corporate governance
allows minority shareholders to defend their interests, they do not take full advantage of legal
protections. Hamdani and Yafeh (2011) argue that institutional shareholders in Israel are relatively
passive in the governance of the companies they invest in.
In this paper, I focus on features of the business group that have received relatively little attention
in the previous literature. My work provides a brief description of corporate ownership evolution in
Israel and investigates the implications of business group diversification and multimarket contacts.
I compare the dominance of business groups in different countries based on fresh data from recent
literature. In addition, I analyze the groups’ aggregate capital structure, corporate bond issues, and
dividend payments.
Section 2 summarizes literature and evidence on historical development of Israeli business groups.
I argue that privatization and structural reforms led by the government contributed to the emergence
of large business groups. At the firm level, ownership of Israeli companies was highly concentrated,
with average block-holding of 52 percent. Comparison with more than 40 other developed and
undeveloped economies suggests that business groups enjoy a relatively high level of influence in
Israel: Group-affiliated firms accounted for 43 percent of stock market value in 2010.
Section 3 analyzes cross-industry diversification of business groups. We observe that the average
Israeli business group does not branch into more than three industries. In addition, group-affiliated
companies have a strong presence in the financial sector, accounting for 48 percent of banking
revenue and 66 percent of financial services income. Some sectors, such as accommodations, food,
and textiles, appear to be much less important for business groups, as their presence in those
industries is insignificant. The analysis of multimarket contacts shows that many groups operate in the
same industries that other groups do business in. This presents opportunities for collusion that would
limit competition.
Section 4 investigates the dynamics of capital structure of business groups, showing that leverage
ratios were highly persistent from 1995 to 2007. Thus, business groups had access to external finance
even when Israeli capital markets were relatively undeveloped.
1 See Kosenko and Yafeh (2010) for more detailed discussion.
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These results are consistent with capital structure theories based on reputation and business
connections. Analysis of bond issues in 2008 shows that groups tend to borrow through lowertier subsidiaries. In doing so, controlling shareholders may transfer the risk of default to minority
shareholders, a conflict of interest postulated in agency theory.
In section 4.3, I investigate dividend policies and show that group-affiliated companies tend to pay
more dividends than non-affiliated corporations. Higher-tier companies pay more dividends in
prosperous times, while lower-tier companies have more generous payout policies during
leaner periods.
Section 5 concludes with a brief overview of the main findings and suggests several avenues for future
research. In addition, I outline a number of policy implications arising from my analysis.
This work draws on a unique database on Israeli business groups for 1995 through 2010. The database
was assembled and developed by Konstantin Kosenko from the Bank of Israel. Most of the analysis
relates to 1995 through 2008, because for this period richer data are available. This data set aggregates
information from sources such as the Israel Securities Authority, Tel Aviv Stock Exchange, the Company
Registrar, and the Central Bureau of Statistics. The methodological approach in this paper draws
heavily from Kosenko (2008), Kosenko and Yafeh (2010), and Kosenko (2011). The appendix lists
definitions of all variables.
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2. Historical Development of Israeli Business Groups
2.1 Transition of Control in Israel from 1985 to 2010:
Privatization and Structural Reforms
Before 1985, the ultimate ownership of most companies was in the hands of the government due to
its active role in early economic development in Israel. In 1985, however, the government decided
to decrease its involvement in the economy. The state began an asset-sale privatization program
— transferring a controlling block of voting stock to strategic investors. From 1986 to 1998, the
government sold stock of numerous companies, raising a total value of $6.8 billion from privatization
(Ben-Bassat 2002).
Forty percent of the stock went to wealthy individuals and families who already owned businesses in
a number of industries. For example, the controlling block of shares of Bank Hapoalim was sold to the
Arison-Dankner Group in 1996. Ted Arison, the head of the group, also acquired control of the Shikun
& Binui company in the same year. Kosenko and Yafeh (2010) provide a number of similar examples of
how corporate control was transferred during the privatization program.
Privatization was not the only process that affected corporate ownership. In addition, the government
promoted structural reforms (see table 1) to support efficient and more competitive markets. These
measures included the splitting of businesses and forced transition of control over business activities
(Ben-Bassat 2010). In 1993, the government launched an effort to split small banking subsidiaries from
large state-owned banks that dominated the financial system. As a result, control over two banking
subsidiaries shifted to the private sector.
In 1995, the government limited the ability of large banks to control non-financial firms (Brodet
report). This spurred banks to sell control of non-financial conglomerates to business groups. For
example, Bank Hapoalim shifted control of the Koor conglomerate to the Shamrock Group (later
sold to the IDB Group). Acquiring companies from banking institutions empowered large business
groups and increased the total value of assets under their control. Another reform came in 2004-2005,
when the government forced banks to sell mutual and provident funds to decrease concentration
in the banking system and reduce conflicts of interest. Large family-owned insurance companies
immediately bought control over part of these business activities. Once again, the enforced transfer of
control from banks led to increased concentration of economic power in the hands of business groups.
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Table 1: Privatization in Israel, 1993-2005
A summary of reforms that required transition of control over business activities
Year

Description

An example of transitions triggered by the reform

1993

Two small subsidiaries were split from large
banking corporations.

In 1993, 60 percent of the shares of Bank Iggud were
transferred from Bank Leumi to three family-owned
holding companies.

1995

Large banks were restricted in owning
voting stock of non-financial companies.
Banks were required to gradually sell shares of
non-financial corporations.

In 1996, control over the Koor conglomerate was
transferred from Bank Hapoalim to Shamrock Group.

2005

Banking corporations were prohibited from
managing mutual and provident funds. Banks
were required to sell these activities gradually.

In 2006, Bank Leumi transferred its Leumi Pia
mutual funds to Harel Group.

Source: Ben-Bassat (2010).

To conclude, privatization and structural reforms drove the transfer of economic power from banks
and the government to large business groups and other corporations. Along with other factors, they
contributed to the formation of contemporary business groups in Israel.
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2.2 Evolution of Corporate Ownership at the Firm Level: A Bird’s-Eye View
How significant and persistent is the concentrated corporate ownership in Israel? Figure 1 presents
the average numbers of “parties of interest” in Israeli-listed companies as well as the share of stock
they held from 1995 to 2009. A “party of interest” is a shareholder who owns more than 5 percent of a
company’s voting stock. An average number of parties of interest is presented on the right vertical axis.
Aggregate stock holdings of all parties of interest are presented on the left vertical axis.

Figure 1. Evolution of stock holdings by parties of interest
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2.5
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Source: Author’s calculations.

Holdings

Parties of Interest

We observe that the average Israeli-listed corporation has 2.5 block-holders, and these parties hold
nearly 60 percent of the voting shares. The number of parties of interest and their average holdings
are highly persistent, which means that ownership concentration at the firm level has always been
relatively high since 1995. However, this does not imply that the controlling parties do not change
over time. While privatization, structural reforms, and transitions of control between large business
groups contributed to rapid changes of Israeli business elites (Kosenko and Yafeh 2010) the overall
level of ownership concentration has remained almost constant.
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However, the average block-holder’s share shows some variation over time. In particular, controlling
shareholders progressively increased their holdings from 57 percent at the beginning of 1995 to nearly
62 percent at the end of 2003. A moderate reduction of large shareholdings from 2003 to 2006 was
followed by a gradual increase afterward. This may be the effect of economic cycles on share prices.
During the recession of 2000, controlling shareholders bought more shares as prices fell. Through the
expansion of 2003 to 2007, those shareholders slightly decreased their holdings, taking profits from
rising stock prices. Then, during the recession caused by the subprime mortgage crisis in the U.S.,
they were able to buy up cheap stocks again.
Figure 2 presents the number of business groups and the number of group-affiliated companies from
1995 to 2008. A “business group” is a set of two or more listed companies under common control.
Control relations are identified using Aminadav et al.’s (2011) approach. A company is “group-affiliated”
if a business group controls it.

Figure 2. Evolution of business groups and group-affiliated companies
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We observe that the number of business groups was growing erratically from 42 groups in 1995 to 55
at the end of 2008. In turn, the number of group-affiliated companies gradually increased from 156
listed firms in 1995 to nearly 178 corporations at the end of 2008. Both variables are highly correlated
and, similarly to the number of average block-holders, exhibit a counter-cyclical pattern. In particular,
business groups tend to expand their activity through the acquisition of new companies during stock
market recessions and to sell off in more affluent times.
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These results complement those of Kosenko (2008) and Kosenko and Yafeh (2010) documenting
significant presence of family-controlled business groups among Israeli-listed companies. The
combined evidence suggests that 55 business groups control 178 listed companies with an aggregate
value equal to 43 percent of stock market capitalization.
To get a sense of the relative level of ownership concentration and business groups’ dominance in the
Israeli economy, this number should be compared to the recent cross-country studies. In their analysis
of business groups around the world, Masulis et al. (2011) report that market capitalization of business
groups in Israel is equal to 26 percent, which is much lower than my estimate. However, they study
only 226 listed companies2 while my analysis includes all listed corporations in Israel (nearly 630). As a
result, they identified only 19 business groups, underestimating the importance of business groups in
Israel as well as their impact on capital markets.
The economic importance of group-affiliated companies varies widely in the 45 countries represented
in Figure 3, with Venezuela at the low end of the spectrum and South Korea at the opposite extreme.
In Israel, 55 business groups control 178 companies with a combined value equal to 43 percent of
stock market capitalization.

Figure 3. Business groups’ share of stock market capitalization, by country
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Sources: Masulis et al. (2011) and author’s calculations.

In figure 3, I compare my results with those Masulis et al. (2011) reported in table 2 of their work.
As my estimate of business groups’ market value in Israel is equal to 43 percent, it puts the Israeli
economy in the top 10 in terms of business groups’ importance in 45 developed and
undeveloped economies.
In sum, my results confirm previous findings suggesting that the Israeli economy is heavily dominated
by family business groups in comparison with other countries.
2 See table 2 in Masulis et al. (2011).
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3. Groups and Industries
3.1 Group Dominance in Sectors of Economy
Cross-country evidence on business groups suggests that they are often highly diversified across
industries (Khanna and Yafeh 2007). However, historical evidence implies that a high level of
diversification has not always been a dominant feature of business groups in the United States. For
example, in my investigation of groups in the U.S. of 1932 (Sokolinski 2010), I find little evidence of
cross-industry diversification.
I first address the question of business-group significance within specific industries by measuring
the market share of group-affiliated firms. Market share is measured as the total revenues of groupaffiliated firms relative to the total revenue of the industry. Figure 4 presents the distribution of this
estimate of group dominance across 21 industrial sectors. We observe that several sectors are highly
dominated by group-affiliated companies. In particular, the groups’ market share is equal to 89 percent
of the industrial investment sector, 66 percent in the wholesale and retail trade, and 66 percent in the
services sector. In addition, group-affiliated companies have a strong presence in the financial sector,
accounting for 48 percent of banking revenues and 66 percent of income from financial services.
Some sectors, such as accommodations, food, and textiles, appear to be much less important for
the business groups, as their presence in those fields is insignificant. This variation implies that some
industrial sectors are highly preferable for business groups.
In 2008, group-affiliated businesses commanded 88 percent of total revenue in the Israeli industrial
investments sector, compared to a 2 percent share in the accommodations sector. “Market share” is the
ratio of a business’s revenue to the total revenue of the industry in which it operates.

Figure 4. Market share of group-affiliated companies, by industry
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Source: Author’s calculations.
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3.2 Intragroup Cross-Industry Diversification
In the next step I analyze the extent to which Israeli business groups diversify their holdings across
industries. Table 2 provides summary statistics of 48 business groups in 2009. The sample is divided
into four categories according to the number of industries a group operates in. A business group is
a set of two or more listed companies under common control. A company is “group-affiliated” if a
business group controls it. Industries are defined according to the CBS 65-industry aggregation.
A “market value” is a total value of outstanding shares.
We observe that, on average, an Israeli business group consists of 3.6 corporations and its market value
is equal to 6.8 billion shekels. Most business groups operate in a handful of industries. In particular,
38 groups spread their holdings across three or fewer industries, while only 10 larger groups with
average market value of 11.2 billion shekels branch into four or more industries. These results imply
that the degree of cross-industry diversification within Israeli business groups is limited to a few
sectors and that only large groups reach higher levels of diversification. However, in comparison
with other studies (Claessens et al. 2003), the degree of multi-industry diversification for Israel is not
unusual or extraordinary.

Table 2. Business group diversification in 2009
Number of groups

Average number of
group-affiliated firms

Average group market value
(billions of shekels)

One industry

13

2.69

2.39

Two industries

15

2.80

9.91

Three industries

10

3.10

3.90

Four and more industries

10

6.60

11.20

Entire sample

48

3.60

6.80

Number of industries

Source: Author’s calculations.

Several theories could explain why groups tend to acquire companies within specific industries.
One possible explanation is opportunistic behavior associated with so-called tunneling.
Tunneling is an extraction of corporate resources from group firms, which benefits controlling
shareholders and hurts minority shareholders as well as bondholders (see Johnson et al. 2000a).
Kosenko (2008) highlights tunneling as a possible explanation for inferior profitability of
group-affiliated companies. The relatively low level of shareholder activism in Israeli (Hamdani
and Yafeh 2011) could set the stage for tunneling.
Alternative theories look to industry connections to explain corporate diversification. In particular, a firm
will prefer to acquire companies in industries related to the firm’s current business. Classical economic
theory describes this as a vertical integration. Empirical measures of business synergy could be one
way to determine whether dishonesty (tunneling) or a simple desire for greater efficiency (vertical
integration) is behind a company’s decision to diversify. Another possible motivation is an opportunity
to gain market power through multimarket contacts, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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3.3 Diversification and Group Characteristics
I conducted several formal tests to determine if diversification matters and how it affects group
characteristics. Table 3 presents the results of t-tests for differences in means when the groups are
compared with respect to diversification as measured by the number of industries they operate in.
Two conclusions could be derived.
First, increased diversification is not typically associated with a larger number of firms under a group’s
control. More specifically, the difference among the average number of group-affiliated companies is
small and insignificant for groups that operate in one, two or three industries. This could be a result
of including relatively small groups in the selected sample. However, the difference is high (equal to
almost four companies) and significant among the groups that branch out into four or more industries
and the groups that do not diversify at all. Thus, Israeli business groups do not diversify by acquiring
more companies. Rather, they direct their component companies to expand into new industries.
Second, diversification does not seem to affect market value. Single-industry groups tend to be
smaller (in terms of market value) than more-diversified groups, but the differences are not significant.
Interestingly, groups that spread their holdings over two industries seem to be larger than morediversified groups, but this difference is insignificant as well. Thus, the overall evidence suggests that
venturing into new industries does not lead to an increase in average group market value. The mostdiversified groups are not the highest-valued and vice versa.
This table reports the results of tests of equality of means for various group characteristics based on
the numbers of industries a group operates in. T-statistics are reported in parenthesis. *, **, and ***
denote statistical significance at the levels of 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent, respectively.

Table 3. Number of industries, number of firms, and market value
Number of group-affiliated firms

Market value (billions of shekels)

One industry vs. two industries

-0.11 (0.25)

-7.52 (1.07)

One industry vs. three industries

-0.41 (0.81)

-1.51 (0.68)

One industry vs. four or more industries

-3.91 (2.06)*

-8.81 (1.58)

Two industries vs. three industries

-0.30 (0.54)

6.01 (0.74)

  -3.30 (2.13)**

-1.29 (0.13)

-3.50 (1.56)

-7.30 (1.11)

Two industries vs. four or more industries
Three industries vs. four or more industries
Source: Author’s calculations.

In sum, a typical Israeli business group consists of three listed companies involved in three or fewer
industries. An increase in diversification is not associated with an increase in number of affiliates or in
group market value.
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3.4 Interactions Between Groups: Multimarket Contacts
In this section I examine the potential for simultaneous collusion in several markets via multimarket
contacts. In a seminal paper, Bernheim and Whinston (1990), spell out conditions under which
diversification of business organizations may result in anticompetitive outcomes in several markets.
To better understand this idea, consider a simple scenario: Two conglomerates each produce
two types of goods: A and B. Thus, they meet each other at market A and market B: This is called
“multimarket contact.” If only these two groups produce A and B, these markets are potentially noncompetitive. However, each conglomerate can choose from two options. On one hand, it can decide
to collude with the other company and set high prices in both markets. On the other hand, the
conglomerate can decide to lower prices of product A to grab the entire market. In the latter case, the
other conglomerate may “punish” the collusion-breaking firm by starting a price war in both markets.
Bernheim and Whinston concluded that multimarket contacts could encourage price-fixing because
conglomerates may hesitate to set competitive prices in one market due to possible retaliation in
other markets.
Bernheim and Whinston’s findings could apply to Israeli business groups. While I am not able to
provide direct evidence of collusion, I can assess the potential for such behavior by showing the
“meeting points” between business groups in various markets.
To identify multimarket contacts, I list the groups and the industries in which they do business.
I exclude industries where only one group operates, as there is no potential for multimarket contacts
in these sectors.
Table 4 identifies some of the multimarket contacts among Israeli business groups. Consider for
example group 22, which operates in four industries, and group 17, which operates in three. These two
groups meet each other in two markets: electronic components and medical and scientific equipment.
Furthermore, table 4 shows that the number of meeting points is relatively large. Some sectors such
as construction, real estate, and wholesale trade include a large number of business groups. By
contrast, only a few groups operate in the banking and communication sectors, suggesting that the
level of competition within those could be low. Of course, one should remember that this analysis is
limited to public firms and does not take into account private companies, stand-alone companies, and
international firms. Adding those countries to the mix could foster more competition.
In sum, we can observe from table 4 that multimarket contacts are not infrequent within the Israeli
economy. Meetings between groups occur in various sectors, and given a small number of market
participants in some industries, competition could be restricted. While this paper does not provide
direct evidence of collusive behavior of business groups, it shows that the structure of the Israeli
economy enables such behavior via multimarket contacts. Hence, this section provides limited
empirical support to theories that explain how diversification could affect competition within a given
economy. Certainly, more research should be done to investigate this question in depth, especially to
test empirically which industries are less competitive than others, taking into account international
competition as well.
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Recreational activities

■

Computerized data processing

Renting of machinery and equipment

Real-estate activities

Insurance

Banking services

Communications and postal services

Transport services

Accommodation services

Wholesale and retail trade

Non-residential construction

Residential buildings construction

Ships and aircraft manufacturing

Medical and scientific equipment manufacturing

Electronic components manufacturing

Electric motors manufacturing

Metal products manufacturing

Mineral non-metallic products manufacturing

Plastic products manufacturing

Soap and cosmetics manufacturing

Industrial chemicals manufacturing

Clothing manufacturing

Textiles manufacturing

Food products manufacturing

Holding companies

Groups and Industries

Table 4. Multimarket contacts in 2009
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4. External Finance
4.1 Capital Structure
In this section, I examine the capital structure of Israeli business groups, their dividend policies and
selected patterns of corporate bond issues. The purpose of this analysis is to evaluate the
macroeconomic impacts of business groups on financial stability and to better understand how
patterns of external finance have evolved over time. It is important to mention that this section does
not attempt to analyze group-specific capital structure or dividend policy decisions. Instead, I analyze
aggregate statistics to provide a comprehensive view of the groups’ financial decisions over time.
I employ data and statistics presented in Interim Recommendations of the Committee on Increasing
Competitiveness in the Economy in 2011. The role of this committee is to assess the level of
competiveness in the Israeli economy and to seek ways to increase it.

Figure 5. Changes in leverage ratios, 1995-2007
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Figure 5 presents the fluctuation of leverage ratios of Israeli business groups from 1995 to 2007.
We can draw two basic conclusions: First, a representative Israeli business group has a median leverage
ratio of 60 percent to 80 percent. This number is relatively stable: 2004 was the only year when the
median level was below 60 percent. This shows that business groups have wide access to external
finance, both public and private debt. On average, more than 60 percent of Israeli business groups
had leverage ratios of 60 percent to 80 percent in 2007. Second, we observe an increase in borrowing
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capacity in the left (lower) tail of the distribution. In particular, the proportion of groups with leverage
ratios below 20 percent gradually has decreased from 20 percent in 1995 to 7 percent in 2007. This
implies that, at least for some groups, the capital structure evolved toward a higher level of debt on
average. Alternatively, this could be explained by a decrease in value of groups’ assets.
In addition, figure 5 shows that the cross-sectional distribution of leverage ratios is relatively stable
over time. While, on aggregate, leverage ratios have become slightly higher, the overall distribution is
not affected by those changes significantly. This finding might be a bit puzzling because the financial
development of the Israeli economy has significantly evolved over the past two decades (see World
Economic Forum – “Financial Development Report 2011”). Moreover, numerous reforms improved
the functioning of the Israeli capital market, suggesting better access to external finance (Rajan and
Zingales 2003). Thus, we would expect to observe a more significant increase in leverage ratio over
time than figure 5 suggests. It could be that large Israeli business groups never experienced any credit
constraints, even in 1995, and the aggregate level of leverage was around its long-run steady-state
equilibrium value. Because the groups own banks and other financial corporations, they were able to
finance themselves via internal capital markets. Another possible explanation is a reputation effect,
which implies that large groups are always able to obtain financing from banks due to their reputation
as stable borrowers. It also could be that the composition of debt changed over time toward public
borrowing instead of private debt instruments and that the analysis presented in figure 5 does not
capture this change. In addition, higher financial development may increase equity financing and,
therefore, debt financing seems to be unaffected.

4.2 Corporate Bond Issues
This figure presents the distribution of funds obtained by selected business groups by issuing
corporate bonds (in millions of NIS) in 2008. A “tier” is the number of companies between the
controlling shareholder and the given firm plus one.

Figure 6. Funds obtained through corporate bond issues, by issuer’s tier
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Source: Ministry of Finance, Israel, Interim Recommendations of the Committee on Increasing Competitiveness in the Economy (2011).
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To analyze the level of reliance on public debt more closely, figure 6 presents the distribution of bond
issues of the 17 largest Israeli business groups in 2008. It shows the distribution of funding obtained
by firms at every tier of the group pyramid. We observe that the distribution is heavily skewed toward
the three largest groups, which were the central issuers of corporate bonds in 2008. Moreover, business groups tend to issue debt at lower tiers. For example, the largest group issued debt instruments
via companies at four tiers in the pyramid, but borrowing by the tier 1 companies was negligible relative to the total amount of bonds issued. We also observe substantial cross-sectional variation of tier
choices: some groups issue bonds only at the first tier while others use only lower-tier firms.
To explain tier choice, we must recall that complex ownership structures involve agency problems.
In case of concentrated ownership, the central conflict arises between the controlling shareholders
and the minority (Shleifer and Vishny 1997). On average, controlling shareholders are much more
invested in the highest levels of the business group pyramid. They hold much smaller stakes in the
firms at lower levels. However, they are able to control financial decisions of those low-level firms
with some constraints to do so provided by corporate governance mechanisms. Thus, agency theory
could explain the observed pattern of corporate bond issues. Given the typical pyramidal structure of
Israeli business groups, controlling shareholders may prefer to issue debt through companies at lower
levels, where their direct ownership is diluted. This enables them to shift risks of default to minority
shareholders. If the market properly prices this risk, the business groups’ stocks should depreciate.
Hence, this mechanism of tunneling may work only if the risk of default is not priced correctly.
To better investigate this pattern over time, I present in figure 7 the average share of corporate bonds
issued at the first two tiers from 2005 to 2009.

Figure 7. Corporate bond issues, by tier, 2005-2009
Share of funds obtained by business groups though corporate bonds in tiers 1 and 2
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Source: Ministry of Finance, Israel, Interim Recommendations of the Committee on Increasing Competitiveness in the Economy (2011).
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As we observe, the share of bond issues was historically higher in top tiers of group pyramids relative
to lower tiers. Moreover, business groups tend to issue more debt at higher tiers over time. However,
after 2008 we observe a shift: Business groups reduce the share of debt issued at the tier 1 companies
from 60 percent to 40 percent. By contrast, the share of bonds issued by lower-tier companies is rising
continuously. While this result does not provide direct evidence in support of the agency theory
presented above, we do observe a shift in the bond issues toward lower-level firms. Hence, a possible
interpretation of figure 7 could point to agency problems. Namely, after 2009, business groups
decreased borrowing by higher-level firms, shifting risks of bond default to the minority shareholders
of subsidiary businesses.

4.3 Dividend Policy
Next, I analyze the aggregate dividend payout policy of Israeli business groups. How significant is
dividend payout in business groups in comparison with other public companies? Is there a tendency
to shift dividend payments to top levels of the group hierarchy?
Figure 8 presents the aggregate dividend payments by group-affiliated and stand-alone companies
from 2002 to 2010 in billions of NIS. A company is defined as a “stand-alone” if it is not part of a
business group.
Figure 8. Aggregate dividend payments by group-affiliated and stand-alone companies
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Dividend payments tend to correspond to boom-and-bust cycles. In 2007, payments peaked at an
aggregate payout of 29 billion NIS, then declined drastically as the recession took its toll on revenues
in the following years.
Moreover, we observe that group-affiliated companies are major payers almost every year, accounting
for more than 50 percent of total payments. These results show that Israeli business groups tend to
pay more dividends than other companies produce. This result could be a simple result of the fact that
group-affiliated companies represent 50 percent of stock market capitalization in Israel. But there are
alternative interpretations. First, as argued earlier, business groups may rely less on internal funding
because they have better access to external finance. In addition, they must maintain their reputation
in the capital markets by paying back investors. So, by paying higher dividends today, business groups
enable themselves to obtain more resources in future public offerings. However, this explanation does
not distinguish between group-affiliated and other companies: Both could pay higher dividends to
maintain reputation. Agency theory provides another interpretation: Controlling shareholders may
prefer higher dividends today to future growth if they have a short-term investment horizon. Thus,
they may withdraw corporate resources in the near term instead of investing in profitable projects and
selling the company years later. Finally, these findings are consistent with Faccio et al. (2001), who find
that dividend payments of group-affiliated companies in Europe are relatively high. According to their
explanation, higher dividend payments dampen the expropriation of minority shareholders’ wealth
by insiders.
When the agency theory is applied, what predictions could be developed regarding the dividend
payments? In particular, are higher-tier companies expected to pay more dividends? The answer to
this question is unclear, as we have at least two forces that may drive the results in opposite directions.
On one hand, controlling shareholders have higher cash-flow rights in higher-tier companies on
average; thus these companies may prefer to declare dividends to benefit the controllers. A controlling
shareholder who is willing to withdraw from the lower-tier companies may get involved in tunneling
instead of sharing dividends with minority shareholders. On the other hand, if corporate governance
limits tunneling, controlling shareholders have no incentive to prefer declaring dividends at the
higher-tier companies. Thus, under tunneling, lower-tier companies should pay more dividends.
Alternatively, if corporate governance effectively constrains tunneling, we should observe no
difference in dividend policy between higher- and lower-tier firms.
Figure 9 breaks down dividend payments by tier from 2002 to 2009. We observe that during the
years of economic expansion, when dividends were high, high-level companies paid most of the
dividend share. In particular, in every year between 2004 and 2007, the share of first-level companies
in the total dividend payout was more than 40 percent. By contrast, second-level companies paid
higher dividends during the economic downturns, accounting for nearly 50 percent of business
groups’ payout.
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Agency theory offers a possible explanation. In profitable times, controlling shareholders prefer
to pay dividends through higher-tier firms while draining resources from lower-tier companies.
During recessions, the controllers are more careful regarding the tunneling, as it may be much
more difficult to hide those activities from the public. Thus, in difficult times, they may prefer to pay
dividends from lower-level firms.
Other theories could provide a competing explanation. During downturns, groups may use internal
capital markets more intensively, transferring more resources within the group. In this case, we would
expect to observe more transactions at the lower levels during recessions. In addition, groups have
other ways to transfer resources within themselves, and various types of related-party transactions
could be involved. One possible extension of this analysis will be to investigate more closely how
business groups use different ways to transfer corporate resources such as dividends, intragroup
loans, and asset sales.
This figure presents the tier composition of aggregate dividend payments by group-affiliated
companies from 2002 to 2009. A tier is the number of companies between the controlling
shareholder and the given firm plus one. Firm level is the number of companies between the
controlling shareholder and the given firm minus one.

Figure 9. Tier composition of aggregate dividend payments
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Source: Ministry of Finance, Israel, Interim Recommendations of the Committee on Increasing Competitiveness in the Economy (2011).

We can summarize the central observations of this section with respect to capital structure,
corporate bond issues, and dividends. First, cross-sectional patterns of business group leverage do not
change significantly over time, with stable median leverage ratios ranging between 60 percent and
80 percent. Second, analysis of corporate bond issues indicates that groups tend to incur more public
debt through lower-tier companies. Hence, minority shareholders bear higher risk, as they may lose
corporate assets to the bondholders in case of the default. If those risks are mispriced, it could lead to
exploitation of minority shareholders. Finally, we observe that group companies pay higher dividends
in comparison to non-affiliated companies. During economic expansions, the groups tend to declare
dividends at the top-tier companies, while in recessions lower-tier companies pay more dividends.
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5. Conclusion
In an attempt to extend the existing empirical literature on Israeli business groups, this paper provides
additional investigation of groups’ development, evolution, and characteristics. In the concluding
section, I present several possible extensions of this work as well as some policy implications.
First, one might examine which economic forces drive the acquisition process of Israeli business
groups. Some ongoing research (Kosenko 2011) provides more careful analysis distinguishing
between various theories that could account for groups’ evolution. The overall preliminary results
seem to reinforce the previous conclusion: The classical production-based theories do not account
for expansion of Israeli business groups. In fact, Kosenko (2011) provides empirical support for an
agency-based explanation that is consistent with tunneling. In general, one might try to examine
tunneling activities in a direct way. For example, related-party transactions could be analyzed, and
their transaction prices could be compared to similar dealings in the open market.
Second, the analysis of multimarket contacts finds that Israeli business groups are closely linked via
many industries. The results suggest that the number of multimarket contacts is large and, at least
potentially, these contacts may affect the level of competition in some sectors. One possible extension
of this analysis is to measure the exact level of competition in those sectors and to investigate how
it varies with the presence of business groups. This suggestion goes beyond standard analysis of
competition in a single industry as it implies that other industries where the same groups operate
should be considered as well. Regulators should consider these factors when enforcing antitrust policy.3
Third, high leverage ratios and links between or inside business groups may increase systemic financial
risks. Moreover, groups may share the same network of lenders. Regulatory authorities already weigh
the possibilities of joint default and limit borrowing by group-affiliated companies. Constraints on
Israeli pension fund investments are also a safeguard. Future research should delve into how business
groups affect risk to the economy as a whole.
Finally, corporate bond issues and dividend policy could reflect agency problems. While tunneling is
extremely difficult to identify, the combined evidence suggests that activities of this kind may take
place within large Israeli business groups. Recent defaults on corporate debt by several family groups
show that both minority shareholders and creditors are vulnerable to losses. Institutional bondholders
such as pension funds may get into trouble when major borrowers fail to repay debt. This suggests
that the market may not price the risks of default correctly, and more research into those risks could
be helpful. Requiring better disclosure from business groups as well as encouraging more careful and
detailed analysts’ coverage of those securities could deliver the desired outcome.

3 In fact, numerous conversations with the relevant regulators suggest that policymakers take into account
multimarket contacts while approving mergers and acquisitions.
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Appendix: Description of Variables
Variable

Description

Business group

A set of two (unless stated otherwise) or more listed companies
under common control. Control relations are identified using
Aminadav et al.’s (2011) approach.

Affiliated company

A company controlled by a business group

Stand-alone company

A company that is not a part of a business group

Firm tier

The number of companies between the controlling shareholder
and the given firm plus one

Definition of industries

CBS, 65-industry aggregation

Leverage

Total debt to total assets

Market value

Total market value of outstanding shares

Relative market value

The ratio of market capitalization of the group/company to
total market capitalization

Party of interest

A shareholder who owns more than 5 percent of a company’s
voting stock

Market share

Revenues of all affiliated firms out of total revenues
of the industry
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